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sources
sources

data fields

CPGE (Preparatory Classes for Grandes Écoles)

DEPP: SCOLARITE information system
DEPP: survey no.17
Ministry of Agriculture

Students enrolled in CPGEs at public and private institutions under the authority of the MENESR and other
ministries

STS (Superior Technician Sections)
and affiliated programmes

DEPP: SCOLARITE information system
DEPP: survey no.18
Ministry of Agriculture

Students in post-baccalauréat programmes affiliated with STS (BTS, refresher courses, DPECF, DECF, DMA,
DSAA, DNTS, complementary post-BTS programmes), in public and private institutions under the authority of the
MENESR and other ministries

IUT (University Institutes of Technology)

DEPP: SISE information system

Students enrolled in universities and affiliated institutions and registered in DUT, post-DUT and DNTS programmes

Universities (excluding IUT
and engineering programmes)

DEPP: SISE information system

Students enrolled in universities and affiliated institutions, including further training programmes leading to
a degree, work-study programmes, university degrees, DAEU, long-distance education; not including students
in engineering, DUT and affiliated programmes

University engineering programmes

DEPP: SISE information system

Students enrolled in universities and affiliated institutions, and registered in classic engineering programmes,
specialised engineering programmes and engineering programmes in partnership (e.g. NFI), including further
training programmes leading to a degree, work-study programmes and long-distance education; not including
universities of technology and National Polytechnic Institutes

Engineering programmes under the authority
of the MENESR

DEPP: SISE information system
DEPP: survey no.27

Students enrolled in public engineering schools under the authority of the MENESR and registered in engineering
programmes, excluding further training programmes, with the exception of universities of technology and National
Polytechnic Institutes

Engineering programmes under the authority
of another ministry and private programmes

DEPP: SISE information system
DEPP: survey no.27

Students enrolled in public engineering schools under the authority of other ministries and private engineering
schools, and registered in engineering programmes (excl. further training programmes)

IUFM (University Institute for Teacher Training)

DEPP: SISE information system

Students enrolled in IUFMs

Écoles Normales Supérieures (ENS)

DEPP: survey no.26

All programmes offered by these schools

Private faculties

DEPP: SISE information system
DEPP: survey no.46

Students enrolled in programmes leading to national degrees (DEUG, licence, maîtrise) and degrees issued
by private faculties

Business schools

DEPP: survey no.26 and SISE

All programmes offered by these schools (main programmes, preparatory cycles, specialisations, master and MBA)

Other schools and programmes

DEPP: survey no.26
DEPP: survey no.48
Ministry of Employment
DEPP: SCOLARITE information system
DEPP: survey no.18
DEPP: survey no.26

All other higher education branches of study

Population without duplicate entries

INSEE: 1990 and 1999 population census

Population without duplicate entries in census

Population by age group

INSEE: estimate of annual population by age group

Age of population taken at 31 December
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glossary
definition
percentage of baccalauréat holders in one generation

percentage of baccalauréat holders in a hypothetical generation of individuals, who, at each age, would have the same
baccalauréat enrolment and success rates observed in the year being considered (by place of residence)

rural commune

commune not belonging to any urban unit

cycle 0

university cycle comprising the diplomas that qualify non baccalauréat holders to enrol in university programmes: DAEU (diplôme
d’accès aux études universitaires), aptitude for law, etc.

university programmes

Branches of study offered at IUFMs, universities and affiliated institutions, including non-engineering branches of INPs and UTs.

population without duplicate entries

Total population minus duplicate entries:
> military servicemen and student interns in the commune and who do not have a personal residence in the commune;
> homeless persons under the administrative authority of the commune, but counted on the census in another commune;
> persons having declared their personal residence in the commune but living in another commune;
> students having declared another personal residence in the commune but who were counted in another commune.
This concept is used to calculate the population of a group of communes (regions, départements, cantons, etc.).

higher education site

urban unit or rural commune in which at least one student is enrolled in a higher education programme, regardless of the type of
institution (university, lycée, école, private faculty, etc.) or the nature of the programme (university or other).

university site

urban unit or rural commune in which at least one student is enrolled in a university programme (including IUT and university or
non-university engineering programmes).

secondary site

urban unit or rural commune in which at least one student is enrolled in a university programme (including IUT and university and
non-university engineering programmes) outside of the main university site.

main site

urban unit or rural commune in which the main site of a university or affiliated institution is located.

enrolment rate of baccalauréat holders
in higher education system

percentage of baccalauréat holders enrolled in the higher education system in the year they obtained their baccalauréat out of
the total number of baccalauréat holders for the corresponding year (by académie).

baccalauréat success rate

percentage of pupils who obtained their baccalauréat out of the total number of candidates present. Candidates are counted as
present for the exam if they have participated in at least one test.

urban unit

group of communes with at least 2,000 inhabitants in which no residence is separated from the next by more than 200 metres.

multi-site university

university whose status lists several main sites. There are 4 multi-site universities: Université des Antilles-Guyane, Université
d’Artois, Université de Bretagne-Sud, Université du Littoral.

universities and affiliated institutions

a category comprising the 81 French universities, 2 CUFRs (Albi and Nîmes) and 5 grands établissements (IEP de Paris, INALCO,
Institut de physique du globe, Paris Observatory, Paris-Dauphine).

universities and affiliated establishments

a category comprising the 81 French universities, 2 CUFRs (Albi and Nîmes), 5 grands établissements (IEP de Paris, INALCO,
Institut de physique du globe, Paris Observatory, Paris-Dauphine), 3 National Polytechnic Institutes (Grenoble, Nancy and
Toulouse) and 3 Universities of Technology (Compiègne, Troyes and Belfort-Montbéliard).
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acronyms
BTP

Bâtiment et travaux publics (Buildings and public works)

INP

Institut national polytechnique (National polytechnic institute)

BTS

Brevet de technicien supérieur (Higher Technician Certificate)

INSEE

CPGE

Classe préparatoire aux grandes écoles (Preparatory class for Grandes Écoles)

Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques (French National institute
for statistics and economic studies)

CUFR

Centre universitaire de formation et recherche (University training and research centre)

IUFM

Institut universitaire de formation des maîtres (University Institute for Teacher Training)

DAEU

Diplôme d’accès aux études universitaires (diploma that qualifies to enrol at university)

IUP

Institut universitaire professionnalisé (University Institute for Professional Studies)

DEA

Diplôme d’études approfondies (Advanced Studies Degree)

IUT

Institut universitaire de technologie (University Institute of Technology)

DECF

Diplôme d’études comptables et financières (Degree in accounting and financial studies)

LMD

Licence, master, doctorate

DEFA

Diplôme d’études fondamentales en architecture (Degree in basic architectural studies)

DEPP

Direction de l’évaluation, de la prospective et de la performance du ministère
de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche (Department
of Evaluation, Forecasting and Performance, under the Ministry of National Education,
Higher Education and Research)

MENESR Ministère de l’Éducation nationale, de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche
(Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research)
MSG

Maîtrise des sciences de gestion (Master’s degree in management sciences)

MST

Maîtrise des sciences et techniques (Master’s degree in science and technique)

PACA

Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur

DES

Diplôme d’études spécialisées (Specialised Studies Degree)

STS

Section de techniciens supérieurs (Superior Technician Sections)

DGES

Direction générale de l’enseignement supérieur du ministère de l’Éducation nationale,
de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche (Department of Higher Education, under
the Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research)

UFR

Unité de formation et de recherche (Training and research unit)

UT

Université de technologie (University of technology)

TOM

Territoires d’Outre-mer (Overseas Territories)

DESS

Diplôme d’études supérieures spécialisées (Higher Specialised Studies Degree)

DEUG

Diplôme d’études universitaires générales (General University Studies Degree)

DEUST

Diplôme d’études universitaires scientifiques et techniques (Scientific and Technical
University Degree)

DMA

Diplôme des métiers d’art (Degree in artistic studies)

DNAT

Diplôme national des arts techniques (National degree in technical arts)

DNSAP

Diplôme national supérieur d’arts plastiques (Higher national degree in plastic arts)

adm.

administrative

DNTS

Diplôme national de technologie spécialisée (National degree in specialised technology)

archit.

architecture

DPECF

Diplôme de préparation aux études comptables et financières (Preparatory degree
in accounting and financial studies)

aff.

affiliated

sch.

school

Diplôme de recherche technologique (Degree in technological research)

ed.

education

Diplôme supérieur en arts appliqués (Higher degree in applied arts)

prog.

programme

Diplôme universitaire de technologie (University degree in technology)

eng.

engineering

min.

ministry

soc.

social

hig.

high

univ.

university

DRT
DSAA
DUT
ENS

École normale supérieure (a grande école)

IEP

Institut d’études politiques (Institute of political studies)

INALCO

Institut national des langues et civilisations orientales (National institute of oriental
languages and civilisations)
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Ministry publications prepared by the DEPP
The publications of the Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research prepared

– Research Note

by the DEPP present complete statistical data from systematic surveys, series of analytical

Research reports take stock of certain aspects of French research. They summarize the results

indicators, summary articles, articles on methodology, and results of studies and research: they

of statistical surveys and studies performed or organised by the Bureau of statistical studies on

allow the reader to go beyond the concise data provided in the present document and arrive at

research.

a deeper understanding of the French education system.

2006 subscription:
France + Overseas territories: 45 euros,
Abroad: 48 euros.

> L’état de l’Ecole (The State of Education)

> Éducation & formations (Education & Training)

The main data on the French education system, updated annually. An analytical summary of

An informative magazine with articles on the major challenges and stakes inherent to the

the costs, activities and results of the school system, from preschool through higher education.

French school system. A DEPP publication available to the various actors involved in the French

International indicators allowing a comparison of France with other countries.

education system.

16 euros, Edition no. 16, October 2006.

2001 and 2002 editions: 12.20 euros.
2003 edition and beyond: 13 euros.

> Géographie de l’Ecole (Geography of the school system)
The main data on the French education system presenting differences in geographic regions.

> Les dossiers

An analysis of the data by académie, region and département, from preschool through higher

Each dossier focuses on the results of a study or evaluation of a given topic, offering a full

education.

detailed report on one of the aspects of the French education system. A significant part of the

20 euros, no. 9, May 2005.

dossier is devoted to the methodology necessary to understanding the results.
No. 141 and beyond: 15 euros.

> Repères et références statistiques sur les enseignements, la formation et la recherche
(Statistical points of reference on teaching programmes and branches of study)

> Regards sur le système éducatif français (French education system at a glance)

Detailed statistics on all areas of the national education system, with clear and concise

CDRom - Mac or PC

explanations, definitions, reference documents and an index.

An interactive exploration of the French education system. With more than 30 commented slides,

26 euros, September 2006.

this CDRom gives access to the results of surveys and studies performed by the DEPP.
2004 edition: 24 euros.

> Les Notes de la DEPP (DEPP Notes)
– Information Note

All publications are sold by mail or on-site at the Département de la valorisation et de l’édition

Each report takes stock of one of the aspects of the French education system and gives a clear

61-65, rue Dutot – 75732 Paris Cedex 15 – tel +33 (0)1 55 55 72 04 – fax +33 (0)1 55 55 72 29

and concise presentation of the conclusions drawn from the latest surveys and studies.
– Evaluation Note

You can also buy them at the Librairie de l’Éducation (Centre national de documentation

Evaluation reports summarize evaluations focusing on the results of the French education

pédagogique – 13, rue du Four, 75006 Paris), in the bookstores of the CNDP network (CNDP/CRDP/

system, as well as its procedures and factors contributing to its effectiveness.

CDDP) and at the bookstore of the Documentation française (29, quai Voltaire, 75007 Paris).

